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CASE STUDY - MOHEGAN SUN at POCONO DOWNS

Mohegan Sun at Pocono Downs
offers simulcast racing from
tracks around the world on
roughly 200 high-definition
screens. When the time came
to create an intuitive iPad-based
control system, Mohegan
looked to International Sound
Corporation (ISC) and On Controls
for a solution.
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ABout The project

Background
Mohegan Sun at Pocono Downs offers patrons a premium venue to view
and wager on live harness racing with the added intrigue of simulcast racing
from other tracks around the world that can be viewed live on roughly
200 high-definition screens. With HD video available to patrons in the Live
Simulcasting area, the Clubhouse, Lounges, and Teller Line area, the objective
was to disperse an array of channels (video feeds of both live and simulcast
racing events) evenly for viewing with intuitive iPad-based control. International
Sound Corporation (ISC) of Hialeah, Florida utilized an On Controls platform to
deliver precisely what the client desired.
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The Goal

One key differentiator of
the On Controls platform
is limitless customizability
that can be efficiently
facilitated by a dealer.

Using the On Controls software
interface on an Apple® iPad®,
ISC engineered a tailored
solution for Pocono Downs to
provide them with effortless
control of multiple racetrack
HD video signals on a variety of
displays. This ensures that the
racing fan has unfettered access
to any and all live and simulcast
events as they unfold from
anywhere in the facility. The
team at ISC was able to create a
purpose-specific control solution
called Advanced Device Control

(ADC) based upon the On
Controls software platform. The
system enables Pocono staff to
walk through the facility with an
iPad and send mass commands
directing video to appropriate
screens via an intuitive touch
interface customized for this
venue. The inherent flexibility
of the On Controls platform
makes it an ideal solution for
commercial integrators like ISC
to adapt the software to address
the unique requirements
of each installation.

Execution
iPad in hand, the Mohegan Sun at Pocono Downs
systems operator enters the control app, bringing
up the Main Menu screen with an array of control
button options as well as immediate access to ten
banks of video screens. The operator can choose to
control individual displays using a button labelled
Individual Control for all Devices, bringing up a
virtual map of the facility featuring a tile for each
display along with the required control buttons
on the iPad. A touch of any tile gives the operator
control over that specific screen. Or the operator
can select the Positions Macro button, which gives
him/her immediate control over groups of displays
(8, 12 or 16 at a time depending on if it is a light,
medium or heavy traffic time for the venue). The
Hot Screens button gives the operator immediate
control over a group of large (80 and 85-inch flat
panel) displays located strategically throughout the
facility. This was an example of an application-specific feature created for Mohegan Sun at Pocono
Downs by the team at ISC. “
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We greatly appreciate the flexibility of the On
Controls platform enabling us to create custom
macros and an intuitive user interface for the
client,” stated the ISC engineering team. The on-site
operator also benefits from a preview monitor
on a segment of the iPad showing them the video
content on the screen (s) they are controlling in real
time. This gives the facility a sense of confidence
that the patrons are viewing the proper content.
Should a technical concern arise, there is a hot
button on the iPad enabling the operator to either
connect to ISC via Skype for support or submit a
service ticket on the spot.
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About Mohegan Sun
Mohegan Sun at Pocono Downs
offers patrons a premium venue to
view and wager on live harness racing
with the added intrigue of simulcast
racing from other tracks around the
world that can be viewed live on
roughly 200 high-definition screens.
With HD video available to patrons
in the Live Simulcasting area, the
Clubhouse, Lounges, and Teller Line
area, the objective was to disperse
an array of channels (video feeds of
both live and simulcast racing events)
evenly for viewing with intuitive
iPad-based control. International
Sound Corporation (ISC) of Hialeah,
Florida utilized an On Controls
platform to deliver precisely what the
client desired.

About On Controls

The Result
For Mohegan Sun at Pocono
Downs, ISC has leveraged the
customizable On Controls
automation and control platform
in order to give a thriving
sports complex the capability
to entertain patrons with HD
video content from anywhere
in the world. As guests wander
the casino or other areas of
the facility such as the main
simulcasting area, the lounge,
the teller line or the clubhouse
with its dynamic large displays,
they can enjoy numerous
events—and their host has
efficient and intuitive iPad-based
control directing content to
banks of screens as races or
other events start and conclude.

The Mohegan Sun at Pocono
Downs installation is another
example of how systems
integrators have come to rely
upon the On Controls platform
to be reliable, customizable and
a strong value for their clients
worldwide.

On Controls brings the convenience,
luxury and security of advanced
control and automation technology
for residential and commercial
applications to the Apple and Android
phones and tablets already familiar
to millions of users.
An award-winning Wi-Fi-based
platform, On Controls leverages
the efficiency of the cloud, enabling
integrators to deliver more
features and better service to their
commercial and connected home
clients. From a single room to the
largest applications, On Controls
allows integrators to initialize,
upgrade, add new features and sync
remote setups to a client’s tablet
or phone via a web portal from
anywhere in the world. On Controls
is an intuitive, reliable, robust, and
reboot-free system that will simplify
your life!
oncontrols.com
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